
Announcing Our Early Adopter Release 
of Valerus 22.1 
Vicon’s proud to announce the early release of our renowned 
Valerus VMS. This version is all about enhancing platform  
centralization through our integration framework, giving you more 
storage and archiving flexibility and improving the overall user 
experience. 

These new features help users securely store more long-term foot-
age within their existing network storage infrastructure. Our  
enhancements to our integration framework keep operators 
focused on a single interface rather than cycling or swiveling 
through multiple monitors and programs.

Finally, our latest user experience enhancements come directly 
from our user feedback. Among the many updates, we’ve  
streamlined user management to save you time, added monitor 
management so administrators can control monitors from any 
system centrally, added new reports for more efficient reporting.  
You asked and we listened.

Visit vicon-security.com to download the early adopter release 
today! 

SALES ALERT 

Introducing  
Valerus 22.1 
With this update, you can securely 
auto-archive long-term storage onto 
network drives, further centralize your 
LPR, Access Control and Video  
Surveillance and improve user  
management.

Why an early adopter release?
We want to give our customers insight into 
the upcoming release so they can provide 
any input or feedback before we formally 
update the production version of Valerus. 

This release has been tested extensively by 
our beta community, so it’s a stable release. 
We are simply changing the way we release 
our Valerus software in order to have a bet-
ter, larger and more meaningful feedback 
loop with our userbase. 

Store more long-term video footage  
    securely to network drives and data centers

Monitor your operation from a single
    interface with centralized video, access 
    control and LPR monitoring 

 React faster with data-rich integration  
    event tiles shown directly on the  
    monitoring interface 

Customize and configure Valerus  
    easier than ever with several  
    user experience enhancements 

Manage system monitors faster with our  
    new central monitor management features 

Benefits At-a-GlanceOverview
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Store your data however, wherever 
and whenever you want
Valerus can now map directly to your network storage devices, 
whether it’s a NAS device, someone else’s computer, another 
server, or even a data center. This gives users more control 
of their data, allowing them to store long-term footage without
the limitations of their local storage.
 

This is ideal for facilities who want only a short-term video 
storage on a local machine, but for security purposes, prefer 
to have Valerus store long-term footage into a secure network server. 

vicon-security.com 

Select the 
NVR you 
want to 
archive

Send video 
archive to 

preselected  
network drive

Choose from 
events-based 

or all data 
archiving

Set a 
schedule that 
works best 

for you

Archive 
select  

resources or 
all of them!

Setup in minutes with absolute flexibility 
See just how simple we’ve made auto-archiving to network drives. It can be configured in 
minutes and accessed any time. 

Access archived footage without frustration
What makes our network storage feature shine is that all of your archived data is online 
and accessible, regardless of where it’s stored, so you can retrieve it seamlessly. You 
don’t need to find which drive it’s on to re-import footage—Valerus does it all for you. 

Schedule archives on your time
The feature also allows you to schedule archiving whenever you would
like. You can schedule it nightly while network usage is low or archive throughout 
the day. You also have choice to archive all footage or only events, like motion 
detection, and purge the rest. It’s all in your control. 
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Centralize your license plate recognition,  
access control and video monitoring
Unleash the power of a deeper integration framework with a  
centralized management of alerts and notifications, directly  
from the Valerus interface. This ensures operators can see a full  
picture of their access control and video surveillance all from  
a single interface. No need to swivel between screens and  
windows to find active alarms and alerts--you can view it  
all in one place. 

Respond to all your alarms in one place 
Integrate VAX and LPR into your Valerus Alarm Management 
Suite for faster reaction times and a better way to uncover, 
respond to, and document events and associated video. 

See the live event details on the Monitoring window 
Our new event tiles allow you to see detailed event information  
without leaving the monitoring screen. They’ll popup all pertinent 
information on the event so you can react in seconds. 

Respond to live events faster
From your Valerus map, you can see LPR and Access 
Control events as they happen. You can view associated 
camera footage with two clicks, and for Access Control 
you can even trigger door overrides right from Valerus. 

Users can perform 
door overrides 
directly from Valerus 
to expedite critical 
responses such as 
lockdowns.

From Valerus’ live monitoring interface, users can see details on 
LPR and Access Control events so they can respond immediately.

Integrate VAX and LPR 
events within the Alarm  

Management Suite.
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A constant UX evolution, thanks to your feedback
At Vicon, we strive to make continuous improvements to support easier user management 
and increase capabilities. We encourage additional feedback as we continue to evolve 
Valerus and its future releases.

User management 
Excel templates are now available, allowing you 
to integrate a list of your desired users in just a 
few clicks. You can even create this list offline and 
import when you’re ready. 

New screen layout options
Additional tile layouts, 3x2 and 2x5, were  
implemented for specific user preferences.

Centralized monitor management
Centrally configure and manage your monitors 
connected to a Valerus display facility. Identify 
and represent multiple monitors, name them and 
designate whether they can be used for alarms. No 
more running from machine to machine to do this.   

New HTML camera reports
This user-friendly feature is advantageous to 
system administrators because it provides easy-
to-read reports of camera settings, like the camera 
model, firmware and snapshot of the camera’s 
field-of-view.

Map & resources list enhancements
When using partners resources on the interactive 
map, you can immediately access the camera’s live 
feed by simply clicking on the partner icon for a 
thorough response to potential critical events. This 
feature is like having a “virtual camera”  
automatically pop-up live feeds and allows  
integrated partner resources to show on the map.

Prevent camera View overrides
Control who can, and can’t, override pre-defined 
camera Views by granting specified users with the  
authority to do so. This allows system  
administrators to ensure that only users with  
particular permissions have the ability to  
override a camera within a View.

Download Valerus 22.1 Today
Click the link below or visit vicon-security.com to upgrade your system today.

Or contact your regional sales rep to request a free demo.  

Download Now

https://www.vicon-security.com/software-downloads-library/valerus-vms-software/
https://www.vicon-security.com/software-downloads-library/valerus-vms-software/
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GENERAL OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS

Maximum number of devices per system 35 Unlimited Unlimited

Maximum number of simultaneous clients 10 Unlimited Unlimited

Maximum number of recording days Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Museum Search – Yes Yes

Microsoft Active Directory support – Yes Yes

Support analog HD video (AHD) Yes, w/Valerus 
encoder

Yes, w/Valerus 
encoder

Yes, w/Valerus 
encoder

Alarms Tab - Yes Yes

Scheduled auto-archiving - - Yes

Snapshot Yes Yes Yes

Dashboard Yes Yes Yes

Audit Log - Yes Yes

Integration Framework with 3rd party applications - - Yes

Map storage to network drive - - Yes

Centrally manage all monitor screens Yes Yes Yes

Designate a monitor as an alarm monitor - Yes Yes

Tier Comparison Chart
The Valerus software is provided for download on Vicon’s website. Valerus has centralized 
licensing; a single license code activates all components. The key to activating the  
software is determined by the license type selected; each license is per edge device (with 
a single IP address), regardless of the number of channels that device provides. Refer to 
the Valerus Tier Features table.
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The table below provides a comparison of the features and  
capabilities included in the range of Valerus VMS license tiers. A 
no-cost tier for trial systems and fully functional demos is available.
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Valerus Version Upgrades
MODEL PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

VLR-VCORE-VER 10456-30 VERSION UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; to next version; CORE tier; per Vicon device

VLR-CORE-VER 10456-20 VERSION UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; to next version; CORE tier; per third party device

VLR-VPRO-VER 10456-35 VERSION UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; to next version; PRO tier; per Vicon device

VLR-PRO-VER 10456-25 VERSION UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; to next version; PRO tier; per third party device

VLR-VENT-VER 10456-91 VERSION UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; to next version; ENT tier; per Vicon device

VLR-ENT-VER 10456-90 VERSION UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; to next version; ENT tier; per third party device

Valerus Tier Upgrades
MODEL PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

For Devices with an Upgrade Protection Plan

VLR-VCORE-PRO 10457-10 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to PRO; Vicon  devices; when purchased  
with current UPP; per device

VLR-CORE-PRO 10457-00 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to PRO; third party devices; when purchased  
with current UPP; per device

VLR-VCORE-ENT 10457-25 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to ENT; Vicon  devices; when purchased 
with current UPP; per device

VLR-CORE-ENT 10457-20 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to ENT; third party devices; when purchased  
with current UPP; per device

VLR-VPRO-ENT 10457-35 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from PRO to ENT; Vicon  devices; when purchased  
with current UPP; per device

VLR-PRO-ENT 10457-30 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from PRO to ENT; third party devices; when purchased  
with current UPP; per device

For Devices without an Upgrade Protection Plan

VLR-VCORE-PRO-NP 10457-15 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to PRO; Vicon devices; when purchased  
without current UPP; per device

VLR-CORE-PRO-NP 10457-05 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to PRO; third party devices; when purchased  
without current UPP; per device

VLR-VCORE-ENT-NP 10457-45 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to ENT; Vicon devices; when purchased  
without current UPP; per device

VLR-CORE-ENT-NP 10457-40 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from CORE to ENT; third party devices; when purchased  
without current UPP; per device

VLR-VPRO-ENT-NP 10457-55 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from PRO to ENT; Vicon devices; when purchased  
without current UPP; per device

VLR-PRO-ENT-NP 10457-50 TIER UPGRADE FOR VALERUS SOFTWARE; from PRO to ENT; third party devices; when purchased  
without current UPP; per device

VALERUS SOFTWARE LICENSES MODEL

Valerus CORE device connection license; one license per device  
(regardless of number of channels on device); for systems with up to 35 Vicon edge devices VLR-VCORE-LIC

Valerus CORE device connection license; one license per device  
(regardless of number of channels on device); for systems with up to 35 third party edge devices VLR-CORE-LIC

Valerus PRO device connection license; one license per device  
(regardless of number of channels on device); for systems with unlimited Vicon edge devices VLR-VPRO-LIC

Valerus PRO device connection license; one license per device  
(regardless of number of channels on device); for systems with unlimited third party edge devices VLR-PRO-LIC

Valerus ENTERPRISE device connection license; one license per device (regardless of number  
of channels on device); for systems with unlimited Vicon edge devices VLR-VENT-LIC

Valerus ENTERPRISE device connection license; one license per device  
(regardless of number of channels on device); for systems with unlimited third party edge devices VLR-ENT-LIC

Please contact your regional sales representative or visit vicon-security.com for more information.

Valerus Software Licenses


